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Steve Klein and Chuck Clark have won thousands due to our CCA’s
improperly moved to other cities to carry mail. Management is not to
send our CCA’s to another city, to the extent possible. Recently we
won an escalating remedy for violations of M-01915 at Step B. A CCA
won a lump sum of $500. Then, we won another Step B for a violation
of M-01915 paying this CCA a lump sum of $2,000! Incredible work
Steve and Chuck! I would like to point out that we are not just trying
to win money from management. We are trying to find a remedy that
will force management to comply with the spirit and intent of M-01915
and stop forcing our CCA’s to travel to other cities to carry mail.
We recently won many cases at Step B, from many different Step
B teams, ordering management to cease and desist using codes 733
and 737 when delivering parcels. When management orders Carriers
to use these codes, it cheats the Carriers out of time designated for
their routes. We have so many settlements on this issue it is now time
for us to escalate the remedy. Management was laughing at us stating
that we will never get anything other than a cease and desist on this
issue. THEY WON’T BE LAUGHING FOR LONG!
I want to thank Karla Carter, Grace White and Yesid Tovar for
recently coming forward as Shop Stewards. Karla, who is a CCA,
recently had a Customer Connect sale for more than ONE MILLION
DOLLARS! The Maryland & DC District manager presented Karla with
a plaque during a nice ceremony at the Rockville Main Office.
I want to express my sincere gratitude for the outstanding work
being done by our RWCA (Regional Workers’ Compensation Assistant),
Kristin Williams.
IN THE STRUGGLE,
Kenneth Lerch
President NALC 3825

